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Which action is used to deploy a J2EE application to a WebSphere Application Server 
cell? 

A. wp_common_deploy_client 
B. wp_common_deploy_web_app 
C. was_70_install_with_all_patches 
D. was_common_deploy_install_app 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 53 
What is the recommended media tree setup for a WebSphere environment consisting 
only of Linux and UNIX machines? 

A. on a shared file system 
B. on the framework server 
C. on the application server 
D. on a partially-shared file system 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 54 
What are the three steps in the workflow when integrating WebSphere CloudBurst 
Appliance with a Build Forge project? (Choose three.) 

A. attach the product script package to a pattern 
B. deploy a pattern that includes the product script package 
C. run the integrateToBF command in WebSphere CloudBurst Appliance 
D. add the product script package to the WebSphere CloudBurst Appliance 

Answer: A, B, D 

QUESTION: 55 

Which action type is supported by the comparison mode?
 

A. patch 
B. installation 
C. deployment 16



 

 

 

         
  

   
 

         

       

 

 
       

  

     

D. configuration 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 56 

What is the proper way to set the RAFW_HOST value after RAFW is installed?
 

A. use the default value 
B. use the numeric IP address 
C. use the generic identifier, localhost 
D. use the fully-qualified DNS host name 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 57 
How should xpath expressions be used when defining environment-specific differences 
in a cell definition? 

A. They must be defined in the promote.properties files in the source and target cell 
definition to define specific attribute values that should be replaced during promotion. 
B. They are not used by promote mode; only global search and replace capabilities are 
available. 
C. They can be defined in the promote.properties files in the target cell definition to 
define specific attribute values that should be replaced during promotion. 
D. They can be defined in the promote.properties files in the source cell definition to 
define specific attribute values that should be replaced during promotion. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 58 

What is the purpose of the import action mode?
 

A. to execute installation actions on a target system 
B. to copy configuration data from one scope to another in the environment tree 
C. to import configuration data from an existing cell to its cell definition in the 
environment tree 
D. to add new values to a working WebSphere configuration without updating or 
overwriting data 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 59 
A deployment professional wishes to add new values to a working WebSphere 
configuration without updating or overwriting data. Which action mode should be used? 

A. import 
B. execute 
C. augment 
D. promote 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 60 
Which file contains the security configuration for a WebSphere Application Server cell 
in the RAFW environment? 

A. security.xml 
B. bfpwcrypt.conf 
C. jaas_augment.xml 
D. configure.properties 

Answer: A 
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